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CFPB REPORT ON COMMERCIAL CREDIT

 CFPB (June 30, 2021) published a report on relationships and trends in commercial and consumer credit for small 
businesses

 Analyzes frequency and types of commercial credit commonly found on consumer credit reports and inconsistencies in reporting 
practices and strategies

 Used a sample of about 5 million de-identified credit records maintained by one of the 3 nationwide credit reporting companies

 Findings:

 “over 2.8 million consumers have an active commercial credit tradeline on their consumer credit report.” 

 About 1,300 entities furnished information on commercial credit products in an average quarter

 Compared number of bank furnishers with known number of banks with commercial credit on their balance sheet, and found at least 
89% of banks are not furnishing information on commercial loans to consumer bureaus

 Furnishers who do report commercial accounts may not report all of their business accounts and products to consumer bureaus

 “This research is among some of the first to explore the relationship between commercial and consumer credit reporting,” and can be 
utilized as a “base understanding” for future research on commercial credit, including alterations in reporting due to the pandemic
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CFPB FINAL SERVICING RULE

 CFPB (June 29, 2021) published a final rule amending RESPA’s mortgage servicing regulations 
(Executive Summary)

 Creates increased protections for borrowers who became seriously delinquent during the pandemic

 Requires servicers to very  carefully document outreach efforts and decisions to advance borrowers into 
foreclosure

 Heightened “safeguards” for loans where:

 Foreclosure referral is initiated before January 1, 2022;

 Borrower became more than 120 days delinquent after March 1, 2020; and

 Statute of limitations applicable to the foreclosure action being taken in the relevant jurisdiction expires on or after 
January 1, 2022
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CFPB FINAL SERVICING RULE
 Servicer may only initiate foreclosure if 1 of 3 “safeguards” are met:

 Complete application evaluation: The borrower –

 Submitted a complete loss mitigation application;

 Was evaluated based on that complete application;

 Remained delinquent since submitting the application; and

 Foreclosure may otherwise be initiated pursuant to RESPA (12 CFR 1024.41)

 Abandoned property: 

 Property securing the mortgage is abandoned at the time the borrower is referred to foreclosure

 “Vacant” does not necessarily mean “abandoned,” but the rule does not directly address this

 Unresponsive borrower: The servicer –

 Has not received any communication from the borrower in the 90 days prior to referral;

 A borrower is “unresponsive” when the servicer does not receive written or electronic communication, a phone call, has not established live contact, and has not received a payment

 Complies with early intervention live contact requirements during the 90-day period;

 Sends the written early intervention notice (“45-day letter”) between 10 and 45 days from the referral;

 Other applicable RESPA notice requirements are met; and

 Any forbearance program ended at least 30 days prior to the referral

 Record retention requirement of documents and information that support referral decisions

 Servicer may rely on call logs and servicing notes to document unresponsive borrowers, as well as a schedule of all transactions credited or debited to the mortgage account
4
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CFPB FINAL SERVICING RULE

 Modifications based on evaluation of an incomplete loss mitigation application
 Servicers may offer borrowers with a Covid-19 related hardship a loan modification based on an incomplete application

 Fee limitation: only requires waiver of existing fees owed and incurred on or after March 1, 2020

 Such modifications must meet criteria:
 Term and payment limitations: 

 Modification may not cause principal and interest payment to increase for the life of the modification, and may not extend the term of the loan by more than 480 months from the 
date of the modification

 Non-interest-bearing deferred amounts: 

 Any amounts the borrower may delay paying until the loan is refinanced, the property is sold, or the loan modification matures, must not accrue interest

 Fee restrictions: 

 No fees may be charged for the modification

 All existing late charges incurred on or after March 1, 2020, (such as penalties, stop-payment fees, and similar charges) must be waived upon acceptance

 No clear definition of “similar charge,” but preamble states these are charges similar to late fees, penalties, and stop-payment fees (as opposed to, for example, property 
inspection fees)

 Covid-related hardship: 

 Modification is made available to borrowers experiencing a Covid-19-related hardship

 Delinquency cure: 

 Modification must be designed to end any pre-existing delinquency
5

CFPB FINAL SERVICING RULE

 If borrower fails to perform under a trial modification offered through an incomplete application, the servicer must 
immediately resume reasonable diligence efforts to encourage the borrower to complete the application
 Servicer also must provide the incomplete application acknowledgement notice if it hasn’t already 

 Be careful to know what a “completed application” is!

 Required borrower outreach
 Requires servicers to give borrowers Covid-related information pursuant to current early intervention requirements through October 1, 2022

 For borrowers not in forbearance at the time of contact, when live contact is made with the borrower, and the investor makes available to that 
borrower a Covid-related forbearance program, servicer must:

 Inform borrower of availability of forbearance programs for borrowers experiencing a COVID-19-related hardship;

 Executive Summary: to satisfy this, servicer could state “We wanted to let you know that forbearance programs are available for borrowers that are having difficulty making their 
payments because of the COVID-19 emergency.” 

 List and briefly describe available programs and actions borrower must take to be evaluated for them; and

 Tell the borrower at least one way to find contact information for homeownership counseling

 Executive Summary: servicer could reference contact information found on periodic statement
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CFPB FINAL SERVICING RULE

 Required borrower outreach
 For borrowers there are in forbearance, during the live contact established between 10 and 45 days before the scheduled end of the 

forbearance program (or the first contact if the forbearance expired before September 10, 2021), servicer must:

 Inform the borrower of the date on which the current forbearance period ends; and

 List each type of post-forbearance option available to resolve the post-forbearance delinquency

 With the actions that must be taken to be evaluated for such options

 Be careful of options that are no longer available – monitor the choices

 Servicer also must inform borrower at least one way to find contact information for homeownership counseling

 Will require outbound calls to borrowers on one or more occasions at a valid telephone number

 Cannot satisfy the requirement through only written or electronic communications

 If the borrower is in a short-term forbearance program due to a Covid-19-related hardship and the borrower remains delinquent:

 Servicer must contact the borrower no later than 30 days before the scheduled end of the forbearance period to determine if they wish to complete 
the loss mitigation application and proceed with a full loss mitigation evaluation;

 Then exercise reasonable diligence to complete the application before end of the forbearance period if the borrower requests additional assistance
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CFPB FINAL SERVICING RULE AND FHFA ANNOUNCEMENT 

 Escrow accounting: preamble contains guidance –
 Although RESPA does not require a servicer to send a short-year statement prior to offering any loss mitigation 

option, CFPB “strongly encourages” servicers to conduct an escrow analysis and issue a short-year statement or 
annual statement, depending on the applicable timing

 Doing so could help avoid unexpected escrow-related payment increases after the borrower agrees to the loss 
mitigation option

 Servicers are permitted to advance funds to cover a shortage and seek repayment of advanced funds as part of 
the non-interest-bearing deferred balance from a loss mitigation option

 June 29, FHFA announced that Fannie and Freddie will not be permitted to make a first notice or 
filing for foreclosure that would be prohibited by the CFPB’s final rule prior to the rule’s effective 
date (Aug. 31, 2021)
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MORTGAGE SERVICING COMPLIANCE GUIDE

 CFPB (Aug. 4, 2021) issued an updated Mortgage Servicing Small Entity 
Compliance Guide
 Includes guidance on the 2021 Mortgage Servicing COVID-19 Final Rule and the 

2020 Mortgage Servicing COVID-19 Interim Final Rule

 CFPB had released FAQs on the Mortgage Servicing Rule, RESPA, and Reg. Z 
relating to escrow account guidance and analysis

 Guide clarifies servicing file requirements under the mortgage servicing 
rules and provides guidance regarding compliant use of multiple 
electronic systems

 Also deals with updates made to the final rule:
 Loss mitigation foreclosure protections

 Loss mitigation incomplete application requirements

 Early intervention live contact

 Final rule provisions addressed in the guide are temporary and phase out 
over time
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CFPB SUMMER 2021 SUPERVISORY HIGHLIGHTS

 CFPB (June 29, 2021) published its summer 2021 Supervisory Highlights
 Supervisory and enforcement actions from exams completed between January and December 2020

 Fair lending findings:
 Violations of HMDA involving LAR inaccuracies

 Lenders violated Reg. B “by engaging in acts or practices directed at prospective applicants that would have discouraged reasonable people in 
minority neighborhoods in Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) from applying for credit.”

 Redlining:

 “The Bureau’s examiners observed discouragement of people in minority neighborhoods from applying for credit by, among other things, locating offices in 
almost exclusively majority-white neighborhoods, only using pictures of white people in direct mail marketing campaigns, and publishing loan officer headshots 
of almost exclusively white people. Examiners noted these practices lowered the number of applications from minority neighborhoods relative to other 
comparable lenders.

 As demonstrated by our complaint against Townstone Financial, Inc., the CFPB will continue to combat redlining in all its forms in the 21st century.”

 Mortgage origination:
 Violations of Reg Z and the CFPA related to loan originator compensation, title insurance disclosures, and deceptive waivers of borrowers’ 

rights in security deed riders and loan security agreements
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CFPB SUMMER 2021 SUPERVISORY HIGHLIGHTS

 Mortgage servicing:
 Violations of RESPA, including dual tracking violations, misrepresentations regarding foreclosure timelines, and PMI terminations

 Consumer reporting:
 Deficiencies in FCRA compliance related accuracy, security freezes, and ID theft block requests

 Reporters continued to include information from furnishers despite receiving furnisher dispute responses that “suggested that the 
furnishers were no longer sources of reliable, verifiable information about consumers.” 

 Furnishers failed to update and correct information or conduct reasonable investigations of direct disputes

 Debt collection:
 FDCPA violations where debt collectors made calls to a consumer’s workplace, communicated with third parties, failed to stop 

communications after receiving a written request or a refusal to pay, harassed consumers regarding their inability to pay, 
communicated, and threatened to communicate, false credit information to CRCs, made false representations or used deceptive 
collection means, entered inaccurate information regarding state interest rate caps into an automated system, unlawfully initiated 
wage garnishments, and failed to send complete validation notices

 Deposits:
 Violations related to Reg. E and Reg. DD, including error resolution violations, issues with provisional credits, failure to investigate, 

failure to remediate errors, and overdraft opt-in and disclosure violations 11

CFPB SUMMER 2021 SUPERVISORY HIGHLIGHTS

 Auto loan servicing:
 UDAP related to lender-placed collateral protection insurance (CPI), including instances where servicers charged unnecessary CPI or 

charged for CPI after repossession; payoff amounts where consumers had ancillary product rebates due; and payment application

 Payday lending:
 Violations of the CFPA for payday lenders, including falsely representing intent to sue or that a credit check would not be run, and 

presenting deceptive repayment options to borrowers that were contractually eligible for no-cost repayment plans

 Private education loan origination:
 Deceptive acts or practices related to the marketing of private education loan rates

 Student loan servicing:
 Misrepresentations servicers made regarding consumer eligibility for the Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF) program, and 

identified UDAP related to “failure to reverse negative consequences of automatic natural disaster forbearances.”

 UDAP for failing to honor consumer payment allocation instructions or providing inaccurate monthly payment amounts to consumers 
after a loan transfer

12
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HUD: PROPOSAL FOR DISPARATE IMPACT RULE

 HUD (June 25, 2021) issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to rescind its 2020 disparate impact regulation and 
reinstate the agency’s 2013 rule
 2020 Rule was intended to align its disparate impact regulation (adopted in 2013) with the U.S. Supreme Court’s 2015 ruling in Texas 

Department of Housing and Community Affairs v. Inclusive Communities Project, Inc.

 2020 Rule modified the 3-step burden-shifting framework from the 2013 Rule, introducing several new elements that plaintiffs must show to 
establish that a policy or practice has a “discriminatory effect,” and specific defenses that defendants can assert to refute disparate impact claims

 “HUD is proposing to recodify its previously promulgated rule”, and HUD “believes the 2013 Rule better states Fair 
Housing Act jurisprudence and is more consistent with the Fair Housing Act's remedial purposes.” 
 HUD: the 2013 Rule codified longstanding judicial and agency consensus concerning discriminatory effects law

 “Under the 2013 rule, the discriminatory effects framework was straightforward: a policy that had a discriminatory effect on a protected 
class was unlawful if it did not serve a substantial, legitimate, nondiscriminatory interest or if a less discriminatory alternative could 
also serve that interest” 

 “The 2020 rule complicated that analysis by adding new pleading requirements, new proof requirements, and new 
defenses, all of which made it harder to establish that a policy violates the Fair Housing Act. HUD now proposes to 
return to the 2013 rule’s straightforward analysis.”
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RACIAL BIAS IN APPRAISALS

 CFPB (July 2, 2021) announced prioritization of resources to focus on racial bias in home appraisals

 CFPB: Undervaluation of homes based on race further drives the racial wealth divide and overvaluation of homes also 
puts family wealth at risk, leading to higher rates of foreclosure

 CFPB (June 15, 2021) hosted a home appraisal bias roundtable where the OCC, NCUA, and HUD 
discussed the role of racial bias in home appraisals, which led to conversations on how to collaborate with 
stakeholders in eliminating racial bias and other inequities in housing

 CFPB is “pleased to participate” in President Biden’s new interagency initiative to address inequity in home 
appraisals

 Numerous tools and resources are presented, such as a joint housing website for those needing help 
paying their mortgage or rent, particularly in light of the CDC’s moratorium expiring on July 31, 2021, and a 
link to HUD’s Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity office for victims of appraisal bias

14
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FHFA POLICY ON FAIR LENDING

 FHFA (July 1, 2021) published a Policy Statement on Fair Lending, stating its commitment to 
“comprehensive” fair lending oversight of Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and Federal Home Loan 
Banks

 Expands FHFA’s fair lending program

 Describes FHFA’s position on monitoring and information gathering, exams, and administrative enforcement 
regarding ECOA, FHA, and the Federal Housing Enterprises Financial Safety and Soundness Act

 Purpose is “to provide a foundation for possible future interpretations and rulemakings by the agency for its 
regulated entities.” 

 Also issued orders on fair lending reporting for Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to submit quarterly 
fair lending reports and data
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CFPB REPORT ON MORTGAGE SERVICERS PRACTICES

 CFPB (Aug. 10, 2021) published an report of Covid-19 responses from 16 large mortgage servicers
 CFPB used data from the servicers to understand how they are interacting with homeowners throughout the pandemic and if those

interactions are effective

 Notes:
 Most servicers reported abandonment rates (measure of how many borrowers disconnected from servicing calls before completion) of

less than 5% during the reporting period, while others exceeded 20%, and one peaked at 34%

 Many servicers had increased rates of borrowers who were delinquent upon exiting pandemic hardship forbearance programs in 
March and April 2021 compared to previous months

 Delinquency rates ranged from about 1% to 26% for federally-backed and private loans

 “Nearly half of servicers in the report clearly stated that they did not collect or maintain information about borrowers’ LEP status, which 
may lead to borrowers not receiving needed language assistance

 Some of the servicers also reported not maintaining data on borrowers’ race, which may raise the risk of fair lending violations.”

 Denial rates for Covid-19 hardship forbearance requests were consistently low for both federally-backed loans and private loan 
forbearance programs

16
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CFPB, FHFA REPORT ON MORTGAGE EXPERIENCES 

 CFPB and FHFA (July 29, 2021) released updated loan-level data
 Data is from the National Survey of Mortgage Originations; reflects borrowers’ experiences during the process of 

obtaining residential mortgages, as well as their perceptions of the mortgage market and future expectations, from 
2018-2019

 Notes: 
 Percentage of respondents who reported not being concerned about qualifying for a mortgage during the application 

process increased from 48 to 51% for home purchase mortgages and 57 to 66% for refinancings

 Having an option for a paperless online mortgage process continued to remain relatively high in terms of importance –
40% for home purchase mortgages and 44% for refinancings

 Percentage of respondents who applied for a mortgage through a mortgage broker increased from 42 to 46% for home 
purchase mortgages and 30 to 38% for refinancings

 Percentage of respondents who applied directly through a bank or credit union decreased from 54 to 49% for home 
purchase mortgages and 67 to 61% for refinancings
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CFPB REPORT ON SERVICING EFFORTS

 CFPB (Nov. 10, 2021) also released a report: Mortgage Servicing Efforts in Response to the Covid-19 Pandemic, summarizing efforts 
since the start of the pandemic to respond to the evolving needs of homeowners and CFPB-supervised entities, including:

 Conducting prioritized assessments and targeted supervisory reviews

 Issuing reminders to servicers that being “unprepared is unacceptable”

 Implementing temporary procedural safeguards (the 2021 CFPB foreclosure rules) to allow borrowers time to explore options before foreclosure

 Analyzing consumer complaint data and conducting targeted reviews of high-risk complaints related to pandemic forbearances

 Analyzing and releasing information relating to mortgage servicers’ pandemic responses

 Documenting research on the pandemic’s disproportionate impact on Black, Hispanic, and low-income communities

 Partnering with other federal agencies to create online tools to provide information on CARES Act assistance and protections, as well as providing 
homeowner outreach materials

 CFPB “will continue to monitor closely the performance of mortgage servicers to prevent avoidable foreclosures to the maximum extent 
possible and will not hesitate to take supervisory or enforcement action if warranted.” 18
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CFPB ANALYSIS ON SERVICING RULES AND GUIDANCE

 CFPB (Sept. 30, 2021) issued an analysis of recent rules that ensure mortgage servicers provide 
options to potentially vulnerable borrowers exiting forbearance

 There are approximately 1.6 million borrowers exiting mortgage forbearance programs and that many may 
be vulnerable to a greater risk of harm due to a variety of circumstances, which may have been 
exacerbated by the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic

 “encourages servicers to enhance their communication capabilities and outreach efforts to 
educate and assist all borrowers in resolving delinquency and enrolling in widely available 
assistance and loss mitigation options.” 

 Encourages servicers to ensure their compliance management systems include robust measures 
and warns against one-size-fits-all practices that may harm vulnerable consumers

19

SPECIAL PURPOSE CREDIT PROGRAMS

 CFPB Director Chopra (Dec. 6, 2021) released a statement regarding HUD (Dec. 6, 2021) guidance clarifying that 
special purpose credit programs that conform with Reg. B generally do not violate FHA

 The 2 rules are complementary and are “intended to harmoniously coexist” 

 Chopra encouraged creditors “to explore the opportunities available through special purpose credit programs,” which “provide 
targeted means by which creditors can better serve communities who have been historically shut out or otherwise disadvantaged.”

 CFPB (Dec. 20, 2020) issued an Advisory Opinion addressing Reg. B on certain aspects of special purpose credit programs

 Acting Comptroller Hsu (Dec. 9, 2021) also issued a statement encouraging lenders to “explore the opportunities 
available through special purpose credit programs.” 

 Taking advantage of the special purpose credit program provisions of ECOA and Reg. B “can be a significant step in addressing the 
racial and ethnic homeownership and wealth gaps that persist in the United States”

20
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FTC REPORT ON FRAUD AND COMMUNITIES OF COLOR

 FTC (Oct. 15, 2021) published a staff report, “Serving Communities of Color,” discusses the FTC’s enforcement and outreach efforts 
related to the impact of fraud on majority Black and Latino communities

 Details various studies and research, such as one that examined disparities related to payment methods received from consumers who live in 
communities of color compared to consumers who live in majority White communities

 Consumers in communities of color more often reported a larger share of losing money when using payment methods that offer few legal protections  (e.g., 
cash, cryptocurrency, money orders, and debit cards), while consumers living in majority White areas filed the largest share of reports about credit cards, 
which offer more robust fraud protection

 Another showed “different demographic populations reported different types of concerns at different rates,” with consumers living in majority Black 
communities filing a higher number of reports than consumers living in majority White communities related to credit bureaus, banks and lenders, used 
auto issues, and debt collection

 FTC findings: consumers living in majority Latino communities also filed a larger share of reports about credit bureaus, banks and lenders, debt 
collection, auto issues and business opportunities

 Discusses more than 25 enforcement actions where FTC identified that the unlawful conduct either targeted or disproportionately affected 
communities of color

 Auto buying cases, for-profit colleges, student loan debt relief programs, prepaid card scams, fake Covid-19 products and services, business 
“opportunities” and pyramid schemes, payday lending, and credit and consumer reporting accuracy

21

CFPB COMPLAINTS REPORT BY DEMOGRAPHICS

 CFPB (Sept. 23, 2021) issued a report, “Consumer complaints throughout the credit life cycle, by demographic characteristics,” 

 Based on approximately 1 million consumer complaints submitted to the CFPB from 2018 – 2020

 Analyzes complaint submission patterns by U.S. Census tract; classifies complaints by matching the relevant consumers to census tract-level U.S. 
Census demographic data

 Findings:

 Loan origination complaints increased by nearly 50% in 2020, driven by mortgage complaints

 “Neighborhoods with the highest share of white, non-Hispanic consumers submit complaints about loan originations at more than twice the rate of 
neighborhoods with the highest share of Black consumers”

 Lower-income and communities of color are more likely to submit complaints regarding credit reporting, identity theft, and delinquent servicing than 
higher-income and majority white, non-Hispanic communities

 Asian American and Pacific Islander communities had higher rates of submitting credit reporting complaints compared to predominantly white, non-
Hispanic communities

 Census tracts with the greatest share of Black residents have complaint rates that are double the rates for tracts with the lowest share

 Bureau “will continue its research into consumer complaint data as part of its larger commitment to put consumers, and their varying 
experiences with consumer financial products and services, at the foundation of all its work.”

22
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2020 HMDA REPORT

 CFPB (Aug. 19, 2021) published a Data Point report, “2020 Mortgage Market Activity and Trends”
 Total number of closed-end originations, as well as applications, increased substantially between 2019 and 2020

 Trends in applications and originations:
 4,472 financial institutions reported at least one closed-end record in 2020, decrease from 5,505 in 2019

 “The number of home-purchase loans secured by site-built, one-to-four-family properties increased by about 
387,000, whereas the number of refinance loans increased by 149.1 percent from 3.4 million in 2019 to 8.4 million 
in 2020”

 Number of open-end line-of-credit originations, besides reverse mortgages, fell by 16.6% to 869,000, from 1.04 
million in 2019;

 “The share of loans secured by closed-end home-purchase loans for site-built, one-to-four-family, first lien, 
principal-residence properties for Black borrowers increased in 2020 and the share of refinance loans for Asian 
borrowers increased in 2020”

 Refinance boom largely continued the trends since the second quarter of 2019 23

MLA REPORT

 Department of Defense (DoD) and Treasury (May 2021) provided a report to the 
House Committee on Armed Services
 House requested a report regarding the Military Annual Percentage Rate (MAPR), which cannot 

exceed 36% as established under the Military Lending Act (MLA)

 What impact would lowering the MAPR to 30% have on military readiness and 
servicemember retention?

 Findings:
 “MLA, in combination with the Department’s ongoing financial literacy education and financial 

counseling efforts, appears to be effective in deterring unfair credit practices”

 DoD does not take a position regarding the merit of any change to decrease the maximum 
MAPR rate below 30%

 Credit cards, auto loans, and personal loans are generally available at risk-based rates below 
the MAPR

 Almost a quarter of all active duty servicemembers in the U.S. are stationed in states that limit a 
24 month, $2,000 loan to less than 30%

 “MAPR limit as low as 28 percent would likely have no impact on access to credit cards, 
assuming credit card issuers meet exemptions for eligible bona fide fees when calculating the 
MAPR.”

24
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THIRD-PARTY RELATIONSHIPS PROPOSED GUIDANCE

 OCC (Bulletin), Fed, and FDIC (FIL) (July 13, 2021) announced a request for public comments on proposed guidance
to aid banks manage risks related to third-party relationships, including relationships with financial technology-
focused entities
 Also responds to industry feedback requesting alignment among the agencies with respect to third-party risk management guidance

 “framework based on sound risk management principles for banking organizations to consider in developing risk management 
practices for all stages in the life cycle of third-party relationships that takes into account the level of risk, complexity, and size of the 
banking organization and the nature of the third-party relationship.” 

 Key components of risk management:
 Planning, due diligence and third-party selection

 Contract negotiation

 Oversight and accountability

 Ongoing monitoring

 Termination

25

CFPB OVERDRAFT REPORTS 

 CFPB (Dec. 10, 2021) issued 2 data point reports on overdraft practices: Data Point: Overdraft/NSF Fee Reliance Since 2015 – Evidence 
from Bank Call Reports, and Data Point: Checking Account Overdraft at Financial Institutions Served by Core Processors

 Essentially warns banks (and responsible executives) they could be at risk if the banks engage in overdraft practices that are UDAAP: 

 Follows earlier CFPB reports on overdrafts issued in August 2017, July 2014, and a white paper issued in July 2013 (with accompanying June 11, 2013 
fact sheet)

 CFPB will be “enhancing” its supervisory and enforcement scrutiny of banks that are heavily dependent on overdraft fees

 CFPB may in the future issue guidance outlining what overdraft practices it considers UDAAP

 Director Chopra: “"The CFPB will also seek to uncover the individuals who directed any illegal conduct”; and “We have a clear market failure here”

 But unfortunately neither the Press Release nor the reports identify any specific problematic conduct

 Press Release: “despite a drop in fees collected, many of the fee harvesting practices persisted during the COVID-19 pandemic.”

 Reliance on overdraft fees for bank revenue will clearly be a focus area

26
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OCC – OVERDRAFT REFORM 

 Acting Comptroller Michael Hsu spoke (Dec. 8, 2021) before the Consumer Federation of America’s 34th Annual 
Financial Services Conference

 Focus on reforming bank overdraft programs to “empower and promote financial health” of consumers

 Wants “responsible overdraft programs that benefit financially vulnerable consumers”

 Encouraged banks to offer other options for short-term, small-dollar credit

 Hsu noted that banking deposit account services need to be structured “so that they improve customers’ financial 
capabilities and are priced to be low to no cost.” 

 “The existing system is regressive (reverse Robin Hood), creating structural barriers and elevating costs to those on the lower end of 
the income spectrum, while simultaneously showering benefits to those on the upper end.” 

 Bank On’s approach (“which do not allow overdrafts and as such make it impossible for customers to incur overdraft fees”) sets a 
“baseline standard for safe, affordable, and appropriate accounts that meet the needs of low-income consumers, particularly those 
outside of the financial mainstream,” appears to be a solution for decreasing population of unbanked individuals and eliminating
overdraft fees

 But also acknowledged that “limiting overdrafts may limit the financial capacity for those who need it most.” 27

OCC – OVERDRAFT REFORM 

 OCC review has identified product features “that could be modified or recalibrated to support financial health,” such as:

 Requiring consumers to opt in to overdrafts

 Providing an overdraft “grace period” prior to assessing a fee

 Allowing negative balances without triggering an overdraft fee

 Offering consumers access to real-time account balance information and alerts

 Linking checking accounts to another account for overdraft protection, among others

 Collecting overdraft or non-sufficient funds fees from a consumer’s next deposit only after other items have been posted or cleared

 Not charging separate and multiple overdraft fees for multiple items in a single day

 Not charging additional fees when an item is re-presented

28
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REDLINING – INDUSTRY FAIR LENDING CONFERENCE

 Officials from DOJ, CFPB, and HUD outlined fair lending priorities at a fair lending conference recently

 Assistant AG Kristen Clarke for Civil Rights Division: “fair lending is “one of most significant issues of our time,” and action is needed 
due to “widespread practice” in the lending industry and the fact that large homeownership disparities still exist along racial, ethnic, 
and national origin lines

 “Whole-of-government” approach – DOJ, HUD, CFPB, prudential regulators, US Attorneys, state AGs 

 CFPB Fair Lending Director Patrice Ficklin: profound impact the pandemic has had on LMI communities and people of color, and 
CFPB’s goal to promote equitable and inclusive economic recovery for all consumers

 She also outlined the Bureau’s 3 key priorities under new Director Chopra: 

1. Stimulate greater competitive intensity in the consumer financial services market – cited “dearth of competition” in mortgage refi market for 
individuals of color, will look at actions by “dominant incumbents”

2. Sharpened focus on repeat offenders that violate agency or court order

3. CFPB will look for ways to restore relationship banking in an era of Big Data – machine learning and AI credit models 29

REDLINING – INDUSTRY FAIR LENDING CONFERENCE

 CFPB Fair Lending Director Patrice Ficklin:

 Fair lending priorities:

 Redlining – CFPB intends to take “fresh approaches,” also look at digital redlining

 Appraisal bias – wants to better understand human judgment and discretion; also mentioned upcoming AVM rule and partnership with FHFA and prudential regulators on this issue

 Special purpose credit programs – promoted these, referred to CFPB’s Dec. 2020 advisory opinion

 Small business lending – referred to CFPB’s Sept. 2021 1071 proposal, CFPB has increased resources targeted toward small business lending

 Limited English Proficiency (LEP) consumers – referred to CFPB’s Jan. 2021 guidance and Sept. 2021 blog post on how mortgage lenders can better serve LEP borrowers

 Focus on unfairness and discrimination in examinations and supervision – violations of law will not be tolerated, especially during the pandemic; CPB sill also pursue “other illegal 
practices outside of ECOA and HMDA” to narrow the racial wealth gap

 HUD General Deputy Assistant Secretary for Fair lending David Enzel: 

 HUD maintains a dedicated team in Washington to focus on redlining; several “significant issues” are currently underway

 Encouraged proactive use of “second look” review programs for credit applications and low appraisals

 Encouraged close review of advertising practices for intentional and unintentional bias, especially digital and custom-tailored to individuals, which can sometimes 
be based on race and ethnicity factors

30
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REDLINING – INDUSTRY FAIR LENDING CONFERENCE

 Follows DOJ’s (Oct. 22, 2021) announcement of its “Combatting Redlining Initiative” 

 AG Garland’s remarks: 

 “Today, we are committing ourselves to addressing modern-day redlining by making far more robust use of our fair 
lending authorities,” and “we will spare no resource to ensure that federal fair lending laws are vigorously enforced and 
that financial institutions provide equal opportunity for every American to obtain credit. To that end, you can expect 
more cases like the one we are announcing today.” (Trustmark National Bank Consent Order)

 DOJ’s “most aggressive and coordinated enforcement effort to address redlining” and “will seek to address fair lending 
concerns on a broader geographic scale than the Justice Department has ever done before.”

 CFPB Director Chopra: Bureau will be “closely watching for digital redlining, disguised through so-called 
‘neutral algorithms.’”

 “black-box underwriting decisions are not necessarily creating a more level playing field and may be exacerbating the 
bias feeding into them,” and “the speed at which banks and lenders are turning lending and marketing decisions over 
to these algorithms is concerning to me.”

31

CFPB RULEMAKING AGENDA

 CFPB (Dec. 13, 2021) published its rulemaking agenda for fall 2021

 Lists regulatory matters CFPB intends to pursue between Nov. 1, 2021, and Oct. 31, 2022

 Active priorities:

 Final Rule stage: Reg. Z Transition from LIBOR

 Proposed Rule stage: DFA 1071, FIRREA amendments concerning AVMs (June 2022)

 Prerule state: Consumer Access to financial records (April 2022), PACE financing (Oct. 2022)

 14 rulemaking activities that were listed as “inactive” 

 Alternative Mortgage Transaction Parity, Supervision of Larger Participants in Markets for Personal Loans, Reg. CC, Consumer Financial Civil 
Penalty Fund, Overdraft Services, Defining Larger Participants in Certain Consumer Financial Product and Service Markets, Consumer 
Reporting, Student Loan Servicing, Review of Inherited Regulations: Credit Cards, Reg. E Modernization, Abusive Acts and Practices, Loan 
Originator Compensation, E-Sign Act Requirements, TRID

32
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CFPB DIRECTOR ON DIRECTION OF THE BUREAU

 Newly CFPB Director Rohit Chopra appeared before the House Financial Services Committee to comment on his priorities at the Bureau

 Focused on concerns with “Big Tech” and its control over the flow of money in the economy

 Also focused on need to ensure robust competition in financial markets and listen to local financial institutions and nascent players about obstacles they 
face when seeking to challenge dominant incumbents

 Stressed the importance of holding “repeat offenders” accountable

 Intent to coordinate efforts with federal and state regulators

 Preference for scrutinizing larger market participants over smaller entities

 Indicated potential leniency for companies that self-identify their own issues and violations

 Also addressed:

 Enforcement: “markets work well when rules are easy to follow and easy to enforce.” – preference for setting regulatory guidelines through enforcement, 
indicating that “markets work well when rules are easy to follow, and easy to enforce.”

 UDAAP: “huge aspirations to create durable jurisprudence” regarding the definition of “abusive” in Dodd-Frank; “it could be a mix” of judicial decisions 
and “how the CFPB may use rules and guidance to help articulate those standards.”

 Cryptocurrency: not his intention to use regulatory authority to ban or limit use of cryptocurrency or blockchain technology, but Reg. E is a “key law with 
key consumer protections.”

 QM Changes: eager “to hear of places where it needs to be changed”; wants “to make sure he understands the full basis of it.” 33

CFPB STRATEGIC PLAN FOR FY 2022-2026

 CFPB (Dec. 2, 2021) published for public feedback its draft Strategic Plan for fiscal years 2022-2026

 States Bureau’s mission, strategic goals, and objectives for the next 5 years

 FTC (Nov. 12, 2021) also issued its Strategic Plan for FY 2022-2026, focusing on 4 objectives, including UDAP and to “Advance racial 
equity, and all forms of equity, and support underserved and marginalized communities through the FTC’s consumer protection 
mission.”

 4 external factors that could impact the Bureau’s strategic goals and objectives:

1. Continued effect of the pandemic on regulated markets

2. Increase of data security threats and resulting consumer harm as the role of data and technology in the consumer financial system 
continues to grow

3. Rapid developments in the consumer financial marketplace technology

4. Executive, legislative, judicial, and state actions, including actions by other financial regulators, which may impact the financial 
regulatory environment and, in turn, the Bureau’s policy strategies

34
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CFPB STRATEGIC PLAN FOR FY 2022-2026

 Cross-Bureau priorities – address outcomes for households and communities, “many of which reference the concept 
of equity”; Bureau will “embed a racial equity lens and focus attention on these communities, recognizing that work to 
protect and empower underserved people benefits all people”:

 Equitable recovery from the pandemic, with focus on minority and traditionally underserved communities, including rising housing
insecurity

 Equitable access to and engagement with consumer finance infrastructure

 Address obstacles that restrict access to credit or push consumers to higher cost products

 Promote “transformation of financial marketplaces to serve all people.”

 Equitable wealth creation from home and small business ownership

 Promote equitable wealth creation in housing and small business markets, focus on minority and underserved communities

 Home ownership as a “key building block of wealth,” has become out of reach for young people and underserved communities due to record high home 
prices and tightened credit underwriting during the pandemic

 Small businesses, especially women- and minority-owned, have faced more serve economic consequences from the pandemic
35

CFPB STRATEGIC PLAN FOR FY 2022-2026

 Cross-Bureau priorities:

 Fair, transparent, and competitive markets for consumer financial products and services

 Promote competition for benefit of consumers and businesses, where the “personal touch previously provided by local financial
institutions has, in many instances, been replaced with institutions that take advantage of consumers without concern for their well-
being.”

 Weakened competition in many markets is a contributing factor in the widening of racial, income, and wealth inequality, and 
consolidations over the last several decades have “denied consumers the benefits of an open economy.”

 Privacy, access, and fairness in a new data-driven economy

 Prioritizing work to ensure consumer privacy and security remains at forefront of the evolving data economy

 Specific concern with how consumer financial account data is accessed, transmitted, and stored, and potential racial equity impact 
from increased use of algorithms in the decision-making process
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CFPB STRATEGIC PLAN FOR FY 2022-2026

 Strategic Goals (by Bureau function):

 “Implement and enforce the law to ensure consumers have access to fair, transparent, and competitive markets that serve consumers’ 
needs and protect consumers from unfair, deceptive, and abusive practices, and from discrimination.” 

 Issue rules and guidance, supervise institutions, and enforce federal consumer financial laws

 “Empower consumers to live better financial lives, focusing on traditionally underserved people.” 

 Engage with consumers, create and offer educational resources, handle complaints, and expand relationships with stakeholders and government 
partners

 “Inform public policy with data-driven analysis on consumers’ experiences with financial institutions, products, and services.” 

 Monitor markets and produce research reports

 “Foster operational excellence and further commitment to workforce equity to advance the CFPB’s mission.” 

 Cultivate a workforce aligned with Bureau’s mission, implement a forward-leaning workplace model, and utilize innovative and optimized operational 
support 37

CFPB SUPERVISORY HIGHLIGHTS 
 CFPB (Dec. 8, 2021) published its Fall 2021 Supervisory Highlights

 Covers exams between January and June 2021, plus prior supervisory findings that led to public enforcement actions in the first half of 2021

 Details:

 Debt Collection: FDCPA violations, debt collectors represented to consumers that creditworthiness would improve upon final payment under a repayment plan and 
deletion of the tradeline

 This “could lead the least sophisticated consumer to conclude that deleting derogatory information would result in improved creditworthiness, thereby creating the risk of a false 
representation or deceptive means to collect or attempt to collect a debt”

 Credit Card Account Management: Reg. Z violations on billing error resolution, including where creditors failed to:

 Resolve disputes within two complete billing cycles after receiving a billing error notice

 Reimburse late fees after determining a missed payment was not credited to a consumer’s account

 Conduct reasonable investigations into billing error notices on missed payments and unauthorized transactions

 UDAAP for credit card issuers’ advertising practices

 Deposits: Reg. E violations, including error resolution violations related to misdirected payment transfers and failure to investigate error notices where consumers 
alleged funds were sent via a person-to-person payment network but the intended recipient did not receive the funds

38
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CFPB SUPERVISORY HIGHLIGHTS 
 Fair Lending: Reg. B violations where lenders “discriminating against African American and female borrowers in the granting of pricing exceptions based upon 

competitive offers from other institutions,” pricing disparities compared to similarly situated non-Hispanic white and male borrowers

 Lenders’ policies and procedures contributed to pricing discrimination

 Lenders improperly inquired about small business applicants’ religion and considered religion in the credit decision process

 Mortgage Servicing: Bureau is prioritizing mortgage servicing supervision attributed to the increase in borrowers needing loss mitigation assistance due to the 
pandemic

 Reg. Z and RESPA violations, and UDAAP: 

1. Charging delinquency-related fees to borrowers in CARES Act forbearances

2. Failing to terminate preauthorized EFTs

3. Assessing fees for services exceeding the actual cost of the performed services

4. Incorrectly disclosed transaction and payment information in a borrower’s online mortgage loan account

5. Failures to evaluate complete loss mitigation applications within 30 days

6. Incorrectly handled partial payments

7. Failures to automatically terminate PMI in a timely manner

 These were also listed in a CFPB Blog Post (Dec. 9, 2021): “Seven examples of unfair practices and other violations by mortgage servicers: CFPB 
supervision activities uncover red flags”

39

CFPB SUPERVISORY HIGHLIGHTS 
 Payday Lending: UDAAP 

 Erroneously debiting consumers’ loan balances after consumer applied and received confirmation for a loan extension

 Misrepresenting that consumers would only pay extension fees on the original due dates of their loans

 Failures to honor loan extensions

 Lenders debited or attempted one or more duplicate unauthorized debits from a consumer’s bank account

 Reg. E violations for failures “to retain, for a period of not less than two years, evidence of compliance with the requirements imposed by EFTA.”

 Prepaid Accounts: Reg. E violations related to stop-payment waivers:

 Failures to honor stop-payment requests received at least 3 business days before the scheduled date of the transfer

 Service providers improperly required consumers to contact merchant before processing a stop-payment request or failed to process stop-payment requests 
due to system limitations even if a consumer had contacted the merchant

 Failures to properly conduct error investigations

 Remittance Transfers: Reg. E violations where providers “received notices of errors alleging that remitted funds had not been made available to the 
designated recipient by the disclosed date of availability” and then failed to “investigate whether a deduction imposed by a foreign recipient bank 
constituted a fee that the institutions were required to refund to the sender, and subsequently did not refund that fee to the sender.”
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CFPB SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT

 CFPB (Oct. 8, 2021) issued its semi-annual report to Congress covering its work from October 1, 2020 to March 31, 2021

 Discusses effects of the pandemic on consumer credit, significant rules and orders adopted by the Bureau, consumer complaints, and various 
supervisory and enforcement actions

 Acting Director Dave Uejio’s opening letter discusses Bureau’s efforts to increase racial equity in the marketplace and to mitigate financial effects of the
Covid-19 pandemic on consumers, including measures such as reinstituted regular public reporting, developing Prioritized Assessments to protect 
consumers from elevated risks of harm related to the pandemic, and numerous enforcement actions with claims or findings of various violations

 Uejio: communities of color, particularly Black and Hispanic communities, have disproportionately experienced health and economic effects of the pandemic, 
and states that the Bureau is utilizing “all tools to ensure that all communities, of all races and economic backgrounds, can participate in and benefit from the 
nation’s economic recovery.”

 Focuses on 2 publications by the Bureau: one (Oct.1, 2021) focusing on TRID; another focusing on credit record trends for young 
enlisted servicemembers during the first year after separation

 Notes issuance of several significant proposals related to remittance transfers, debt collection, transition from LIBOR, and QM definitions 
under TILA, plus final rules on Reg. Z; remittance transfers; and payday, vehicle, title, and certain high-cost installment loans 41

OCC BANK SUPERVISION PLAN FOR FY2022

 OCC’s Committee on Bank Supervision (Oct. 15, 2021) released its Fiscal Year 2022 Bank Supervision Operating Plan

 Guides development of supervisory strategies for individual national banks, federal savings associations, federal branches, federal agencies, 
and technology service providers.

 Supervision priorities and supervisory focus areas:

 Strategic and operational planning

 Credit risk management, including allowances for loan and lease losses and credit losse

 Cybersecurity and operational resiliency

 Third-party oversight

 BSA/AML compliance

 Consumer compliance management systems (CMS) and fair lending risk assessments

 CRA performance

 LIBOR phase-out preparations

 Payment systems products and services

 Fintech partnerships involving potential cryptocurrency-related activities and other services

 Climate-change risk management 42
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BSA: BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP PROPOSAL

 FinCEN (Dec. 7, 2021) issued a Proposed Rule implementing beneficial ownership information reporting provisions of the Corporate 
Transparency Act (CTA)

 CTA is part of the Anti-Money Laundering Act of 2021, enacted in January 2021 as part of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2021

 Proposal implements reporting requirements of the CTA, “reflects FinCEN’s careful consideration of public comments received in response to its April 
[2021] advance notice of proposed rulemaking on the same topic.” 

 Addresses who must report beneficial ownership information, when and what to report

 Would require corporations, LLCs, and similar entities to report certain information about their beneficial owners

 FinCEN will ultimately create a beneficial ownership registry

 Would require a reporting company to provide the name, birthdate, address and a unique identifying number from an acceptable identification document 
(along with an image of the document) for each beneficial owner and company applicant

 Individuals would also have option to provide beneficial ownership information to FinCEN and obtain a “FinCEN identifier” that can then be provided in 
lieu of other required information

 Gathering “this information and providing access to law enforcement, financial institutions, and other authorized users will diminish the 
ability of malign actors to hide, move, and enjoy the proceeds of illicit activities.” 43

BSA: ILLICIT REAL ESTATE FINANCE PROPOSAL

 FinCEN (Dec. 6, 2021) issued an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking seeking comments on potential BSA requirements to 
address vulnerabilities in the U.S. real estate market to money laundering and other illicit activity

 Systemic money laundering vulnerabilities present opportunities for corrupt officials and illicit actors to launder criminal proceeds through purchase of 
real estate and threaten national security and integrity of the U.S. financial system

 Due to real estate market’s opacity and gaps in industry regulation, “the U.S. real estate market continues to be used as a vehicle for money laundering 
and can involve businesses and professions that facilitate (even if unwittingly) acquisitions of real estate in the money laundering process.” 

 Regulated institutions (such as banks) that provide real estate transactions are subject to federal AML rules and are not as susceptible to money 
laundering because they must report suspicious activity to FinCEN

 When real estate is purchased in other ways, beneficial ownership can be extremely difficult to trace

 FinCEN does not currently impose BSA’s general recordkeeping and reporting requirements on persons involved in all-cash real estate 
transactions (although title insurance companies are subject to specific transaction reporting requirements through Geographic Targeting 
Orders)

 ANPRM seeks comments on ways to enhance transparency of the U.S. residential and commercial real estate market on a nationwide 
basis while minimizing the burden on businesses
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FINCEN ENVIRONMENTAL CRIMES NOTICE

 FinCEN (Nov. 18, 2021) issued a notice on increasing environmental crimes and associated illicit financial activity, due to:

 Strong association with corruption and transnational criminal organizations, two of FinCEN’s national anti-money laundering and countering the 
financing of terrorism priorities

 Need to enhance reporting and analysis of related illicit financial flows

 Environmental crimes’ contribution to the climate crisis, including threatening ecosystems, decreasing biodiversity, and increasing carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere

 Also provided institutions with specific SAR filing instructions and outlined the likelihood of illicit financial activity associated with several 
types of environmental crimes

 Environmental crimes:

 “Environmental crimes encompass illegal activity that harm human health, and harm nature and natural resources by damaging environmental quality, 
including increasing carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere, driving biodiversity loss, and causing the overexploitation of natural resources. This 
category of crimes includes (i) wildlife trafficking, (ii) illegal logging, (iii) illegal fishing, (iv) illegal mining, and (v) waste and hazardous substances 
trafficking.”

 FinCEN (Nov. 16) hosted a virtual “FinCEN Exchange” on environmental crimes and related money laundering 45

FINCEN NOTICE ON ONLINE CHILD EXPLOITATION

 FinCEN (Sept. 16, 2021) issued a notice regarding an increase in online child sexual exploitation (OCSE)

 There was a “147 percent increase in OCSE-related SAR filings between 2017 and 2020.”

 Includes specific SAR filing instructions, noting some financial trends related to OCSE:

 “reference only this notice in SAR field 2 (Filing Institution Note to FinCEN) using the keyword ‘OCSE-FIN-2021-NTC3,’” 
which should also be referenced to specify a relationship between the suspicious activity being reported and the activities 
in this notice”; and

 “select SAR Field 38(z) (Other) as the associated suspicious activity type to indicate a connection between the suspicious 
activity reported and OCSE activity and include the term ‘OCSE’ in the text box.” 

 Reporting entities utilize the Child Sexual Exploitation terms and definitions located in the Appendix of the 
notice when detailing suspicious activity

 Also specifies selections to be utilized if human trafficking and human smuggling is suspected
46
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AML/CFT PRIORITIES

 FinCEN (June 30, 2021) issued the first government-wide priorities for anti-money laundering and countering the financing of terrorism 
(AML/CFT) policy pursuant to the Anti-Money Laundering Act of 2020
 Priorities were established in consultation with OFAC, SEC, CFTC, IRS, state regulators, law enforcement, and national security agencies

 Highlight key threat trends and resources to assist institutions manage risks and meet obligations under laws and regulations combating money laundering and 
counter terrorist financing

 Priorities: most significant AML/CFT threats currently facing the US (in no particular order):
 Corruption;

 Cybercrime;

 Domestic and international terrorist financing;

 Fraud;

 Transnational criminal organization activity;

 Drug trafficking organization activity;

 Human trafficking and human smuggling; and

 Proliferation financing

 FinCEN will update Priorities to highlight new or evolving threats at least once every 4 years as required under the AML Act, and issued a 
statement with clarification for institutions

47

AML/CFT PRIORITIES

 OCC, Fed, FDIC, NCUA, state regulators, and FinCEN (June 30, 2021) issued a joint interagency statement
providing clarity for banks on the AML/CFT Priorities

 Emphasized that publication of the AML/CFT Priorities “does not create an immediate change to Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) 
requirements or supervisory expectations for banks.”

 Within 180 days of the Priorities, FinCEN will issue regulations, as appropriate, in consultation with federal and state regulators

 Agencies intend to revise BSA regulations as needed to address how the Priorities will be incorporated into BSA 
requirements for banks, adding that banks will not be required to incorporate the Priorities into their BSA compliance 
programs until the effective date of the final revised regulations

 But banks may choose to begin considering how they intend to incorporate the Priorities, “such as by assessing the potential related 
risks associated with the products and services they offer, the customers they serve, and the geographic areas in which they operate.” 

 Examiners will not examine banks for the incorporation of the AML/CFT Priorities into BSA programs until the final revised regulations 
take effect

48
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UPDATED BSA/AML COMPLIANCE MANUAL

 FFIEC (June 21, 2021) published updated versions of 4 sections of the BSA/AML Examination Manual
 Revisions identified by a 2021 date on the FFIEC BSA/AML InfoBase

 OCC, Fed, and FDIC announcements

 Updated sections: 
 International Transportation of Currency or Monetary Instruments Reporting

 Purchase and Sale of Monetary Instruments Recordkeeping

 Reports of Foreign Financial Accounts

 Special Measures

 FFIEC: “updates should not be interpreted as new instructions or as a new or increased focus on certain 
areas,” but rather “offer further transparency into the examination process and support risk-focused 
examination work” 

49

UPDATES TO AML/BSA EXAM MANUAL

 FFIEC (Dec. 1, 2021) published updated versions of 3 sections and 1 new section of the BSA/AML Exam 
Manual

 New section: Introduction – Customers

 Revised sections:

 Charities and Nonprofit Organizations

 Independent Automated Teller Machine Owners or Operators

 Politically Exposed Persons

 Updates “should not be interpreted as new instructions or as a new or increased focus on certain areas,” 
but are “provide information and considerations related to certain customers that may indicate the need for 
bank policies, procedures, and processes to address potential money laundering, terrorist financing, and 
other illicit financial activity risks.” 

50
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EXECUTIVE ORDER ON IMPROVING THE NATION’S CYBERSECURITY  
(MAY 12, 2021)

 President Biden’s May 12 Executive Order (EO) is a comprehensive and ambitious directive for 
improving our nation’s cybersecurity after recent high-profile attacks and incidents. Persistent 
threats and malicious activity on federal networks and infrastructure require an even closer 
partnership between the private and public sectors, in addition to an acceleration of modernization 
initiatives.

 The EO pushes government and industry to work together to modernize cybersecurity practices, 
secure software development, strengthen incident response, improve threat detection and 
information sharing, and accelerate investigation and remediation.

51

MEASURES TO COMBAT RANSOMWARE

 Treasury (Oct. 15, 2021) announced additional steps to help virtual currency industry combat ransomware and prevent exploitation by 
illicit actors

 Builds upon a previous (Sept. 21, 2021) Treasury announcement “whole-of-government” actions focused on confronting “criminal networks and virtual 
currency exchanges responsible for laundering ransoms, encouraging improved cyber security across the private sector, and increasing incident and 
ransomware payment reporting to U.S. government agencies, including both Treasury and law enforcement.” 

 White House Fact Sheet: Ongoing Public U.S. Efforts to Counter Ransomware (Oct. 13, 2021)

 Outlines sanctions compliance best practices tailored to unique risks

 There is a “need for a collaborative approach to counter ransomware attacks, including public-private partnerships and close relationships with 
international partners.”

 FinCEN (Oct. 15, 2021) released data analyzing ransomware trends from BSA reports filed between January and June 2021

 Identifies “ransomware as a particularly acute cybercrime concern,” and states that in the first half of 2021, FinCEN identified $590 million in 
ransomware-related SARs, (exceeds entirety of the value report in 2020 – $416 million)

 If this continues, FinCEN warns that ransomware-related SARs submitted in 2021 will have a higher transaction value than similar SARs filed in the 
previous 10 years combined

 Attributes this uptick in activity to several factors, including an increasing overall prevalence of ransomware-related incidents, improved detection and 
incident reporting, and an increased awareness of reporting obligations and willingness to report by financial institutions

52
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36 HOURS TO REPORT CYBERSECURITY INCIDENTS
 OCC, Fed, and FDIC (Nov. 18, 2021) issued a Final Rule to enhance information sharing about cyber incidents that may affect the U.S. banking 

system

 Requires a bank to notify its primary federal regulator in the event of a significant computer-security incident within 36 hours after the bank determines that a cyber 
incident has taken place

 Notification is required for incidents that have affected:

 Viability of a banking organization’s operations

 Ability to deliver banking products and services

 Stability of the financial sector

 Also requires a bank service provider to notify affected bank customers as soon as possible when the provider determines that it has experienced 
a computer-security incident that has materially disrupted or degraded (or is reasonably likely to materially dispute or degrade) a bank’s customers 
for 4 or more hours

 “banking organizations have become increasingly reliant on third parties to provide essential services,” which may also experience computer-security incidents 
that could affect the support services they provide to bank customers, along with other significant impacts

 Effective April 1, 2022, banks expected to comply by May 1, 2022
53

PWC’S OVERVIEW OF THE EO ON CYBERSECURITY
HTTPS://WWW.PWC.COM/US/EN/SERVICES/CONSULTING/CYBERSECURITY-PRIVACY-FORENSICS/LIBRARY/BIDENS-
EXECUTIVE-ORDER-CYBERSECURITY.HTML

 Specific measures in the EO reflect lessons learned from recent crises, such as the recent cyber 
espionage campaigns.  In our view, the EO signals two things. 

 It calls for making federal government systems stronger and safer so they’re harder to break into. It pushes 
specific actions to modernize cybersecurity in the federal government, such as zero trust architecture. And it uses 
the $70 billion information technology (IT) purchasing power of the federal government to impel the market to build 
security into all software from the ground up.

 It sets a goal for more effective and agile federal government responses. It requires IT providers to report cyber 
incidents and removes contractual barriers for them to share information with government entities. The EO also 
standardizes the playbook for different agencies to respond together to incidents.
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PWC’S OVERVIEW OF THE EO ON CYBERSECURITY
HTTPS://WWW.PWC.COM/US/EN/SERVICES/CONSULTING/CYBERSECURITY-PRIVACY-
FORENSICS/LIBRARY/BIDENS-EXECUTIVE-ORDER-CYBERSECURITY.HTML

 The United States needs a more organized approach to cyberthreats. Already, the government and 
industry have lagged in updating our laws, our regulations, corporate responsibilities and adjusting to a 
digital, boundary-free world.

 Who is affected?

 Federal executive agencies are expected to modernize their technology environment and security practices.

 Federal contractors, including commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) software providers, will likely see new cybersecurity 
standards built into contract terms. They will be required to share more information on cyber incidents.

 The private sector will likely see a focus on software supply chain security, as well as on transparency through proposed 
consumer security labeling on software and internet of things (IoT) devices. As a result, software and IoT device 
companies should expect new security requirements and assessment standards.

55

ENHANCED INFORMATION SHARING

 The EO directs the removal of any contractual barriers and requires IT service providers to share breach information 
that could impact government networks. The aim is to enable more effective defenses of federal departments and to 
improve the nation’s cybersecurity as a whole.

 Implications

 Short of national data breach legislation, this EO likely goes as far as it can to mandate cyber incident reporting.

 Traditionally, only defense contractors have had specific requirements regarding breach reporting (Defense Federal 
Acquisition Regulation Supplement [DFARS 252.204.7012 clause]). This EO will extend the requirement to all Federal 
Acquisition Regulation (FAR) contracts. As a result, contractors will need to understand the contract requirements and 
the ability of their underlying data governance frameworks to classify, manage and protect sensitive data (i.e., 
controlled unclassified information [CUI].)

 In addition, contractors will be expected to collect and share information related to threats, vulnerabilities and 
incidents collected to share relevant information with CISA, FBI, and other agencies and boards for investigation.

56
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MODERNIZE CYBER IN GOVERNMENT

 The EO challenges the federal government to lead the way and increase its adoption of security best practices. These practices include 
employing a zero-trust security model, accelerating movement to secure cloud services, and consistently deploying foundational security 
tools such as multifactor authentication and encryption.

 Implications

 There’s a strong commitment to zero trust architecture in this EO. The business community has been talking about this, and adoption has 
accelerated since the software supply chain attacks this past winter, but many executives are still asking if it’s the best thing to do. Seeing 
zero trust architecture called out in the EO may encourage business leaders to consider it a leading practice. It’s important to think of zero 
trust architecture as a layer in a layered defense strategy, and not the be-all and end-all of cybersecurity investments.

 Federal contractors should expect zero-trust security requirements, as well as further focus on CUI, to be included as new or alternative 
requirements in NIST requirements (NIST 800-53 (FedRAMP), NIST 800-171 (CMMC)).

 There’s also a strong emphasis on getting cloud security right: developing a cloud-service governance framework, a federal cloud security 
strategy, and cloud-security technical reference architecture documentation. A well-thought-out, step-by-step approach to security can 
jumpstart cloud adoption.

 Also, contractors that are cloud service providers (CSPs) should expect an expansion in the US government market for solutions that 
support zero-trust principles.

57

CREATE A CYBERSECURITY REVIEW BOARD

 The EO establishes a Cybersecurity Safety Review Board, co-chaired by government and private 
sector leads. The board may convene following a significant cyber incident to analyze what 
happened and make concrete recommendations for improving cybersecurity.

 Implication

 This is expected to operate similarly to the National Transportation Safety Board’s (NTSB’s) 
investigations into major transportation incidents, and it will include participation from the private 
sector. The details concerning what incidents this review board will participate in have not yet 
been determined.
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COMPUTER-SECURITY INCIDENT NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR 
BANKING ORGANIZATIONS AND THEIR BANK SERVICE PROVIDERS

 A “computer-security incident” is defined as one that results in “actual harm to the confidentiality, integrity, or 
availability of an information system or the information that the system processes, stores, or transmits.”

 A “notification incident” is defined as “a computer-security incident” that has disrupted or degraded, or is 
reasonably likely to disrupt or degrade, a banking organization’s
i. Ability to carry out banking operations, activities or processes, or to deliver banking products and services to a material portion of 

its customer base, in the ordinary course of business;

ii. Business line(s), including associated operations, services, functions and support, that upon failure would result in a material loss 
of revenue, profit or franchise value; or

iii. Operations, including associated services, functions and support, as applicable, the failure or discontinuance of which would pose 
a threat to the financial stability of the United States.

 In addition, the rule will require bank service providers to notify at least one designated point of contact at any 
affected banking organization customer as soon as possible when the provider experiences any computer-security 
incident that has disrupted or degraded, or is reasonably likely to materially disrupt or degrade, covered services 
provided to such banking organization customer for four or more hours.
 The final rule does not require a bank service provider to assess whether the incident rises to the level of a notification incident for a 

banking organization customer, which remains the responsibility of the banking organization.
59

COMPUTER-SECURITY INCIDENT NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR 
BANKING ORGANIZATIONS AND THEIR BANK SERVICE PROVIDERS

 Final OCC, FRB & FDIC Rule published in the Federal Register, November 23, 2021, 86 FR 66424

 Effective date: April 1, 2022; Compliance date: May 1, 2022

 The OCC, Board, and FDIC (together, the agencies) are issuing a final rule to require that a banking organization 
promptly notify its primary Federal regulator of any ‘‘computer-security incident’’ that rises to the level of a 
‘‘notification” 

 Under the final rule, a banking organization’s primary Federal regulator must receive this notification as soon as 
possible and no later than 36 hours after the banking organization determines that a notification incident has 
occurred. This requirement will help promote early awareness of emerging threats to banks and the broader financial 
system. Early awareness will help the agencies react to these threats before they become systemic. 

 The final rule separately requires a bank service provider to notify each affected banking organization customer as 
soon as possible when the bank service provider determines it has experienced a computer-security incident that has 
caused, or is reasonably likely to cause, an incident, as those terms are defined in the final rule.
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FDITECH SPRINT PROGRAMS

 The FDITECH’s sprint program brings a diverse set of stakeholders (e.g., banks, non-profit 
organizations, academic institutions, private sector companies, members of the public) together in 
collaborative settings for a short period of time to intensely focus on challenges of importance to 
the FDIC. 

 A ‘sprint’ simply refers to a short period of time (typically 2-3 weeks) where teams turn ideas into 
value. The FDIC will always provide a problem statement and selected teams will devote their 
collective energy and expertise towards addressing specific challenges. Typically, a tech sprint will 
culminate with a Demonstration Day where each team shares findings with a panel of evaluating 
experts.

63

BREAKING DOWN BARRIERS:  REACHING THE LAST MILE OF THE UNBANKED 
(AUGUST 6 – SEPTEMBER 10, 2021)
 Given the challenges reaching the ‘last mile’ of the unbanked, and recognizing that community banks are 

uniquely positioned to meet the needs of this population but also often lack access to data and resources, 
the FDIC seeks tech sprint participants to help answer the question:
 “Which data, tools, and other resources could help community banks meet the needs of the unbanked in a cost-effective 

manner, and how might the impact of this work be measured?”

 The FDIC published in 2019 How America Banks, the agency’s latest report of household use of banking 
and financial services. This study found that while nearly 95% of U.S. households were banked (i.e., had a 
bank or credit union account), more than seven million households were unbanked, lacking even the most 
basic checking account.

 Black, Hispanic, American Indian or Alaska Native households remain significantly more likely to be 
unbanked. Given the challenges reaching the ‘last mile’ of the unbanked, and recognizing that community 
banks are uniquely positioned to meet the needs of this population but also often lack access to data and 
resources, the FDIC seeks tech sprint participants to help resolve the situation.
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FROM HURRICANES TO RANSOMWARE:  MEASURING RESILIENCE IN THE 
BANKING WORLD  (SEPTEMBER — OCTOBER 2021)
 Recognizing the evolving threat environment confronting banks, and given challenges that banks face in determining 

their tolerance for a major disruption, the FDIC seeks tech sprint participants to help answer the question:
 “What would be the most helpful set of measures, data, tools, or other capabilities for financial institutions, particularly community 

banks, to use to determine and to test their operational resilience against a disruption?”

 Over the past decade, the U.S. financial sector has faced a growing number of threats to its information technology 
systems, operations, people, and facilities. Regardless of whether the threats to financial institutions and their third 
party service providers are foreign or domestic, intended or unintended, or natural or man-made, preparedness and 
improved response posture are critical to improving overall sector-wide operational resilience, and maintaining public 
confidence in and the stability of the U.S. financial system.

 The tech sprint is intended to be the first of several tech sprints focused on how to foster stronger operational 
resiliency in banking. The focus of this initial resilience sprint is to identify existing and proposed measures, data, 
tools, or other capabilities upon which a greater understanding of a bank’s true resilience to any hazard may be 
understood. These tools could also be used to help banks and their partners build and deliver stronger and more 
resilient operations. There are tremendous opportunities in leveraging emerging technologies to mitigate resilience 
risk in the market.
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AGENCIES’ CRYPTOCURRENCY STATEMENT
 OCC, Fed, and FDIC (Nov. 23, 2021) issued a joint statement summarizing recent interagency “policy sprints” focused on crypto-assets

 Preliminary analysis on banks’ potential involvement in crypto-asset-related activities

 Identified and assessed key risks related to safety and soundness, consumer protection and compliance

 Analyzed applicability of existing regulations and guidance on this space and identified several areas where additional public clarity is needed

 In 2022, they will provide greater clarity on whether certain crypto-asset-related activities conducted by banking organizations are legally 
permissible

 Plan to expand upon safety and soundness expectations on:

 Crypto-asset safekeeping and traditional custody services

 Ancillary custody services

 Facilitation of customer purchases and the sale of crypto-assets

 Loans collateralized by crypto-assets

 Issuance and distribution of “stablecoins”

 Activities involving a bank’s holding of crypto-assets on its balance sheet

 Agencies plan to “evaluate the application of bank capital and liquidity standards to crypto-assets for activities involving U.S. banking 
organizations,” and they will continue to monitor developments
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OCC CRYPTOCURRENCY GUIDANCE
 OCC (Nov. 23, 2021) issued an Interpretive Letter that clarified and expanded on prior interpretive letters concerning bank engagements in 

cryptocurrency activities

 National banks and federal savings associations may engage in certain cryptocurrency activities discussed in Interpretive Letters 1170, 1172, and 1174, provided a 
bank is able to “demonstrate, to the satisfaction of its supervisory office, that it has controls in place to conduct the activity in a safe and sound manner.”

 Legally permissible activities include:

 Cryptocurrency custody services

 Holding of dollar deposits to serve as “reserves backing stablecoin in certain circumstances”

 Acting “as nodes on an independent node verification network” to verify customer payments

 Bank engagements with distributed ledger technology to facilitate payment transactions for certain stablecoin activities

 A bank intending to engage in such activities must first notify its supervisory office and should not engage in any activity until it receives permission

 Supervisory offices must assess whether a bank’s risk management systems and controls are sufficiently adequate for engagement in such activities

 “Because many of these technologies and products present novel risks, banks must be able to demonstrate that they have appropriate risk management systems 
and controls in place to conduct them safely. This will provide assurance that crypto-asset activities taking place inside of the federal regulatory perimeter are 
being conducted responsibly.”

69

OFAC VIRTUAL CURRENCY GUIDANCE 

 OFAC (Oct. 5, 2021) issued sanctions compliance guidance for companies in the virtual currency industry, 
including technology companies, exchangers, administrators, miners, wallet providers, and financial 
institutions

 “growing prevalence of virtual currency as a payment method” 

 Warning that “sanctions compliance obligations apply equally to transactions involving virtual currencies and 
those involving traditional fiat currencies” 

 Participants “are responsible for ensuring that they do not engage, directly or indirectly, in transactions prohibited 
by OFAC sanctions, such as dealings with blocked persons or property, or engaging in prohibited trade- or 
investment-related transactions.” 

 Assists participants on ways to evaluate risks and build a risk-based sanctions compliance program

 OFAC also updated related FAQs 559 and 646 to address digital currency issues
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CFPB RFI ON HMDA

 CFPB (Nov. 16, 2021) issued a notice and request for public comment on HMDA

 Request for Information (RFI) solicits public comments on plans to assess the rule’s effectiveness

 Requests comment on:

 Institutional and transactional coverage

 Data points

 Benefits of the new data and disclosure requirements

 Operational and compliance costs

 Follows an August 2021 HMDA report, which found that mortgage lenders deny credit and charge higher interest rates to Black 
and Hispanic applicants more often than white applicants, and a July 2021 report that analyzed 2020 HMDA loan data and 
examined the differences in mortgage characteristics across Asian American and Pacific Islander subgroups

 Bureau expects to issue a report on findings of its assessment of HMDA by January 1, 2023

 Bureau “plans to review recent changes to the rule and evaluate their effectiveness,” and that the assessment “will strengthen the CFPB’s 
ability to maintain a fair, competitive, and non-discriminatory mortgage market” 

71

HMDA FILING FAQS AND 2022 FIG 

 CFPB (Nov. 10, 2021) updated HMDA FAQs to include 
guidance on reporting thresholds

 Also includes circumstance-based questions and answers applying 
the threshold rules to scenarios, and addresses voluntary reporting

 CFPB also issued (Oct. 20, 2021) FIG for 2022 (data 
collected in 2022 to be reported in 2023)

 Reminder that for 2022 data, use census tract information from the 
2020 Census

 The FFIEC’s Geocoder will use 2020 Census information beginning 
January 1, 2022 72
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AGENCIES: PREVENT “AVOIDABLE FORECLOSURES”

 OCC, Fed, FDIC, NCUA, CFPB, and state financial regulators (Nov. 10, 2021) issued a Joint Statement announcing end to 
temporary supervisory and enforcement flexibility provided to mortgage servicers due to the pandemic in their April 3, 2020, 
Joint Statement

 That previous statement provided mortgage servicers greater flexibility to provide CARES Act forbearance of up to 180 days and other short-
term options upon the request of borrowers with federally backed mortgages without having to adhere to otherwise applicable rules

 It also announced they would not take supervisory or enforcement action against servicers for failing to meet certain timing requirements under 
the mortgage servicing rules provided that servicers made good faith efforts to provide required notices or disclosures and took related actions 
within a reasonable time period

 Even though the pandemic continues to affect consumers and mortgage servicers, servicers have had sufficient time to take 
measures to assist impacted consumers and develop more robust business continuity and remote work capabilities

 Agencies “will apply their respective supervisory and enforcement authorities, when appropriate, to address any 
noncompliance or violations of the Regulation X mortgage servicing rules that occur after the date of this statement.” 

 But they will take into consideration “the specific impact of servicers’ challenges that arise due to the COVID-19 pandemic and take those 
issues in account when considering any supervisory and enforcement actions,” including factoring in the time it may take “to make operational 
adjustments in connection with this joint statement.”

73

CFPB CREDIT REPORT DISPUTES REPORT

 CFPB (Nov. 2, 2021) published a report on credit report disputes describing demographic characteristics of disputers and the outcomes for 
accounts with dispute flags

 Used data on auto loan, student loan, and credit card accounts opened between 2012 and 2019

 Consumers in majority Black and Hispanic neighborhoods (also younger consumers and those with low credit scores) are far more likely to 
have disputes on their credit reports

 Majority Black and Hispanic neighborhoods continue to face significant challenges with credit records; in almost every credit category outlined in the 
report, consumers residing in majority Black areas were more than twice as likely to have disputes on their credit reports compared to consumers 
residing in majority white areas

 For auto loans, consumers in majority Black areas were more than three times as likely to have disputes appear on their credit reports compared to majority 
white areas

 Approximately 40% of student loans with dispute flags are deleted within 4 years of the dispute, although this represents less than 0.2% of all student loans 
opened between 2012 and 2019

 An “important subject for future research is whether these patterns are driven by differences across groups and credit types in the type or 
frequency of the underlying issues that result in a dispute flag, or whether they are driven by furnishers’ practices for reporting dispute flags 
or responding to disputes.” 

 Press Release: Bureau “is committed to further researching the root causes of credit information disputes, as well as investigating the 
reasons for the demographic disparities found in the report.” 74
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HUD APPRAISAL FHA COMPLIANCE

 HUD (Nov. 17, 2021) published updates on appraisal fair housing compliance and general appraiser requirements

 Clarifies existing FHA requirements for appraisers and mortgagees on compliance with fair housing laws related to appraisal of 
properties that will serve as security for FHA-insured mortgages, and applies to all FHA Single Family Title II Forward and Reverse 
Mortgage Programs

 Revisions:

 Revising Appraisers Post-Approval Requirements section to emphasize compliance with applicable laws, including FHA and all other
federal, state, and local antidiscrimination laws

 Clarifying language in the Quality of Appraisal section to emphasize the requirement that mortgagees ensure the appraisal complies 
with applicable laws, including FHA and other federal, state, and local antidiscrimination laws

 Restructuring a section of the General Appraiser Requirements into subsections, which clarifies guidance to the nondiscrimination 
policy and compliance with FHA guidelines and appraiser conduct

75

OCC: BOARD DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION

 Acting Comptroller Michael Hsu (Oct. 5, 2021) stated OCC is exploring several options to improve bank board diversity and inclusion

 From a speech at a Women in Housing & Finance Public Policy Luncheon

 Hsu: OCC is considering “encouraging banks to make it a practice to nominate or consider a diverse range of candidates or requiring institutions to 
either diversify their boards or explain why they have not.” 

 Cited examples such as the SEC’s approval of a new Nasdaq “diversify or explain” listing rule, as well as laws passed by the California legislature 
“requiring companies to have a certain number of female directors and directors from underrepresented communities.” 

 OCC is also looking at ways other countries are approaching board diversity

 “Without diverse leadership, banks and their regulators may develop blind spots or suffer from groupthink,”; “These blind spots can lead to the kinds of 
nasty surprises that threaten safety and soundness—and possibly the financial sector as a whole. There is a growing body of empirical evidence that 
companies that address these blind spots by having diverse boards of directors have stronger earnings, more effective corporate governance, better 
reputations, and less litigation risk.” 

 Hsu: it is time to shift cultural expectations concerning diversity and inclusion and improve diversity transparency at banks, both at the executive and 
board levels
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FSOC: AGENCIES MUST TAKE CLIMATE MEASURES 
 Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC, Oct. 21, 2021) released a report (and a Fact Sheet) in response to President Biden’s May 2021 executive order (E.O. 

14030, Climate-Related Financial Risk), which directed financial regulators to take steps to mitigate climate-related risk related to the financial system

 Report identified more than 30 specific recommendations for member agencies, including members should, for example:

 Expand efforts “to define, identify, measure, monitor, assess, and report on climate-related financial risks and their effects on financial stability,” through “investments in staffing, training, 
expertise, data, analytic and modeling methodologies, and monitoring”

 Promptly conduct an internal inventory of currently available data and develop plans for acquiring necessary additional data to fill climate-related data and methodological gaps

 Review existing public disclosure requirements and consider updating public reporting requirements in a way that would build on the work of the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial 
Disclosures

 Continue to assess and mitigate climate-related risks to financial stability, including through scenario analysis, and evaluate whether revised or new regulations or guidance is necessary to 
clarify expectations for regulated or supervised institutions

 Also called for enhanced coordination, and a Climate-related Financial Risk Committee will be formed to “identify priority areas for assessing and mitigating climate-
related risks to the financial system and serve as a coordinating body to share information, facilitate the development of common approaches and standards, and foster 
communication across FSOC members.” 

 A Climate-related Financial Risk Advisory Committee will also be formed to help gather information and analysis from stakeholders on climate-related financial risks. 

 Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen warned that FSOC has a responsibility under the Dodd-Frank Act “to respond to emerging threats to the stability of the United States financial system” and to 
“ensure the resilience of the financial system to the future impacts of climate change.”

77

CLIMATE CHANGE STATEMENTS

 OCC, Fed, and Treasury (Nov. 3, 2021) released statements expressing support for the Network for Greening the 
Financial System (NGFS) Glasgow Declaration

 OCC will implement recommendations of the FSOC Climate Change Report, released in response to President Biden’s May 2021 
executive order (E.O. 14030, Climate-Related Financial Risk), which directed financial regulators to take steps to mitigate climate-
related risk related to the financial system

 Treasury Secretary Yellen statement: importance of tackling climate change; it is “the greatest economic opportunity of our time,” and 
noted the U.S. is “calling on the multilateral development banks to increase their efforts.” 

 Fed: committed to understanding and addressing climate change and “will address climate-related risks in an analytically rigorous, 
transparent, and collaborative way through our domestic work with other federal agencies including the Financial Stability Oversight 
Council; our international engagement through the Financial Stability Board, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, and the
NGFS; and through our broad and transparent engagement with the private sector.”
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CLIMATE CHANGE STATEMENTS

 White House (Oct. 15, 2021) issued a Fact Sheet outlining actions for building economic resilience to the impact of climate change

 A “comprehensive, government-wide strategy to measure, disclose, manage and mitigate the systemic risks climate change poses to American 
families, businesses, and the economy”

 “Whole-of-government strategy” discusses 6 pillars to achieve the goals outlined in Administration’s Executive Order on Climate-Related Financial 
Risks (May 20, 2021)

 That EO directed the Secretary of the Treasury to work with FSOC members to consider “assessing, in a detailed and comprehensive manner, the climate-
related financial risk…to the financial stability of the federal government and the stability of the U.S. financial system”

 6 pillars:

 Promoting resilience of the U.S. financial system to climate-related financial risks

 Reference to SEC guidance (Sept. 2021) stating that companies may be required to include information concerning climate-change risks and opportunities in
“disclosures related to a company’s description of business, legal proceedings, risk factors, and management’s discussion and analysis of financial condition 
and results of operations.” 

 Protecting life savings and pensions from climate-related financial risk

 Using federal procurement to address climate-related financial risk

 Incorporating climate-related financial risk into federal financial management and budgeting

 Incorporating climate-related financial risk into federal lending and underwriting

 Building resilient infrastructure and communities 79

OCC AND CLIMATE RISK

 OCC (Dec. 3, 2021) announced it is soliciting academic-focused papers and policy-focused research on climate risk in banking and 
finance for presentation to the OCC on June 6-7, 2022

 Meeting will provide a platform for interested academic, regulatory, and other experts to meet and share research on the interactions of climate change 
and the financial system

 Information “will inform the OCC’s approach to developing climate-related financial risk management guidance for regulated institutions.” 

 Areas of interest (among others):

 Physical risks directly arising from climate change

 Transition risks from climate policies, technological innovation, consumer sentiment, or investor sentiment

 Differential community impact

 Parties would send abstract or executive summary by March 11, 2022, to  EconClimateRiskSymposium@occ.treas.gov

 Additional information about submitting a paper or research, or participating in the June meeting as a discussant, is available at 
www.occ.gov/climate 80
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OCC: CLIMATE RISK MANAGEMENT

 Acting Comptroller Michael Hsu (Nov. 8, 2021) discussed climate change risk at OCC headquarters

 Discussed areas for large bank boards of directors to consider when promoting and accelerating improvements in climate risk management practices

 Bank boards play a “pivotal role” in actions against climate change, which poses significant risks to the financial system

 Compared credit risk management and climate risk management, stating that “strong credit risk management capabilities can provide the 
assurance and confidence needed for a bank to make risky credit decisions prudently, strong climate risk management capabilities can 
enable the same prudent risk taking with regards to climate-related business opportunities.” 

 By the end of 2022, OCC will issue a high-level framework guidance for large banks regarding climate risk management

 Several areas for board members to consider:

 Evaluating an institution’s overall exposure to climate change

 Estimating exposure to a carbon tax

 Assessing an institution’s most acute vulnerabilities to climate change events

 “now is the time” to identify and understand vulnerabilities impacting continuity and disaster recovery

81

FDIC REPLY TO CFPB MERGER BLOG POST

 FDIC (Dec. 9, 2021) issued a statement refuting a request for review of bank merger policies announced in a CFPB (Dec. 9, 2021) blog 
post

 According to a joint statement issued by FDIC Board member Martin J. Gruenberg and CFPB Director Rohit Chopra (who has an automatic board 
seat), FDIC Board of Directors voted to launch a public comment period on updating the FDIC’s regulatory implementation of the Bank Merger Act –
would be issued as an RFI in the Federal Register 

 Would seek public input on FDIC’s approach to considering prudential factors in acting on a bank merger application, specifically related to “whether 
bright line minimum standards for prudential factors should be established, and if so, what minimum standards for which prudential factors.” 

 CFPB blog post: Bureau is particularly interested in how assessment of a bank merger’s impact on families and businesses in local 
communities would work in practice, and how should regulators ensure a merger does not increase the risk of bank failure or otherwise 
disrupt the economy should the bank face financial distress

 FDIC statement: no action has been approved, as it “has longstanding internal policies and procedures for circulating and conducting 
votes of its Board of Directors, and for issuing documents for publication in the Federal Register.”

 Here, “there was no valid vote by the Board, and no such request for information and comment has been approved by the agency for publication in the 
Federal Register”
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CFPB OMBUDSMAN REPORT
 CFPB Ombudsman’s Office (Dec. 2, 2021) published its Annual Report, which details inquiries handled by the office as well as its strategic plan 

goals for the next 2 years

 New initiative Ombudsman will begin conducting post-exam surveys of supervised entities, with a focus on 3 process areas: 

 Supervision materials and resources

 Interpersonal communications with Bureau personnel

 End-of-exam topics, including clarity in expectations of closure and awareness of the appeals process

 Ombudsman closed review of a topic from previous year concerning information provided to companies during examinations

 Concerns by industry stakeholders who anticipated a more positive exam outcome based on communications with the exam team during the onsite portion of the 
exam

 Report noted recent improvements made by the Bureau, including revising certain job aids to assist examiners with both exam outcomes and the enforcement 
process, and posting information about possible types of outcomes on its website

 Also addressed: 

 Examples on issues the Ombudsman handled during the previous year, including assisting on individual consumer inquiries about stimulus payments 
and offering feedback and suggestions on draft CFPB materials

 Update on virtual Ombudsman Forum, facilitated discussions on topics such as racial and economic equity

 Analysis of individual inquiries

 Release of FAQs about the Ombudsman’s Office

83

OCC RISK PERSPECTIVE

 OCC (Dec. 6, 2021) published its Fall 2021 Semiannual Risk Perspective, stating key issues and the effects 
of Covid-19 on the federal banking industry

 Weak loan demand and low net interest margins continue to affect performance

 Elevated operational risk as banks continue to face increasingly complex cyberattacks and increase in 
ransomware attacks across financial services

 Innovation and technological advances can help counter such risks, but they also come with additional concerns given 
expansion of remote financial services offered through personally owned computers and mobile devices, remote work 
options due to the Covid-19 pandemic, and the reliance on third-party providers and cloud-based environments

 “The adoption of innovative technologies to facilitate financial services can offer many benefits to both banks and their 
customers,” but “innovation may present risks. Risk management and control environments should keep pace with 
innovation and emerging trends and a comprehensive understanding of risk should be achieved to preserve effective 
controls. Examiners will continue to assess how banks are managing risks related to changes in operating environments 
driven by innovative products, services, and delivery channels.” 84
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OCC RISK PERSPECTIVE

 Banks should “adopt robust threat and vulnerability monitoring processes and implement stringent and adaptive 
security measures such as multi-factor authentication or equivalent controls” to mitigate against cyber risks

 Critical systems and records must be backed up and stored in “immutable formats that are isolated from ransomware or other 
destructive malware attacks.”

 Heightened compliance risks associated with the changing environment where banks serve consumers in end 
stages of various assistance programs, such as PPP program and federal, state, and bank-initiated forbearance and 
deferred payment programs

 Create “increased compliance responsibilities, high transaction volumes, and new types of fraud”

 Also discussed credit risks, strategic risk challenges facing community banks, and climate-related financial risks

 OCC intends to request comments on its yet-to-be-published climate risk management framework for large banks 
and will “develop more detailed expectations by risk area” in 2022

85

NAME-ONLY MATCHING PRACTICES VIOLATE FCRA

 CFPB (Nov. 4, 2021) issued an Advisory Opinion with interpretation that credit reporting companies (including tenant and employment 
screening companies) are in violation of FCRA if they engage in the practice of matching consumer records solely by name

 Use of name-only matching procedures (without the use of other personally identifying information such as address, birthdate, or SSN) does not assure 
maximum possible accuracy of consumer information

 Heightened risk of mistaken identity from name-only matching among Hispanic, Black, and Asian communities due to less surname diversity among 
those populations as compared to the White population

 Director Chopra: “When background screening companies and their algorithms carelessly assign a false identity to applicants for jobs and housing, they 
are breaking the law”; “Error-ridden background screening reports may disproportionately impact communities of color, further undermining an equitable 
recovery.” 

 Affirms consumer reporting companies’ obligation to use reasonable procedures to assure maximum possible accuracy, and “does not
create a safe harbor to use insufficient matching procedures involving multiple identifiers.” 

 Other practices (such as combining a name with birthdate) could also lead to cases of mistaken identity

 Also warned companies they should not try to evade their FCRA responsibilities “by issuing a disclaimer that their report might not be 
matched to the right person.”
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REG. F DEBT COLLECTION FAQS

 CFPB (Oct. 29, 2021) published Debt Collection guidance on validation notices to help facilitate compliance with Reg. F debt collection rule

 Instructions on how to provide certain validation information, including using “Itemization Table” in model validation notice as well as examples of how the table 
might be completed for different types of debts

 Examples of itemization tables for the collection of multiple debt owned by the same consumer

 Also issued additional Reg. F FAQs (previous edition of Debt Collection Rule FAQs):

 Updates were issued earlier (Oct. 1, 2021) on limited-content messages and call frequency provisions, which are included in most recent version

 Specifies validation information debt collectors must provide consumers who owe or allegedly owe a debt

 Clarifies that while the use of the model validation notice provided in Appendix B of the final rule is not required, debt collectors must comply with the validation 
information content and format requirements in Regulation F

 Specifies that a debt collector can make changes to the model validation notice and still obtain the validation information content and format safe harbor with 
certain limitations

 Debt collector does not need to provide the itemization-related information in a validation notice provided the debt collector follows a special rule for certain 
residential mortgage debt

 Outlines validation information that may be omitted if using the Mortgage Special Rule, and clarify that generally if a debt collector uses the Mortgage Special Rule 
with the model validation notice, the debt collector may still receive a safe harbor as long as certain criteria is met

 Defines “most recent periodic statement” for purposes of the Mortgage Special Rule

 Clarifies under the Mortgage Special Rule, a debt collector “uses the date of the periodic statement provided under that Special Rule as the itemization date.” 87

ADMINISTRATIVE ENFORCEMENT PROCEEDINGS

 OCC, Fed, FDIC, and NCUA (Sept. 29, 2021) issued a proposal to modernize the Uniform Rules of Practice and 
Procedure applicable to formal administrative enforcement proceedings

 Would recognize the use of electronic communications and technology in all aspects of administrative hearings to increase efficiency 
and fairness of administrative adjudications

 Allow electronic signatures and filings

 Permit depositions to be held by remote means

 Modernize language and definitions

 Extend certain filing time limits

 Addresses authority of administrative law judges, adjudicatory proceedings, good faith certifications, ex parte communications, and 
expenses

 FDIC staff released a memo recommending its board approve and authorize the proposal, as the rules have not been 
substantively updated in 25 years and do not account for technological advances

 Also proposes to modify specific rules of administrative practice and procedure (known as the Local Rules) applicable 
to enforcement actions brought by each agency
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CFPB EDUCATION OMBUDSMAN ANNUAL REPORT

 CFPB’s Private Education Loan Ombudsman (Oct. 26, 2021) published its annual report on consumer complaints submitted between September 1, 
2020 and August 31, 2021

 Based on approximately 5,300 complaints regarding federal and private student loans

 Around 900 were related to debt collection, while approximately 730 mentioned Covid-19

 Overall decrease in both federal and private student loan complaints attributed to the CARES Act relief measures and administrative extensions that were 
extended through January 31, 2022

 But the pandemic exacerbated socio-economic and racial disparities in the student lending space and caused heightened risk of borrower harm, particularly to 
vulnerable populations

 Warning of the risk of borrower harm may also increase as more than 32 million borrowers with federal loans resume payments in the first quarter of 2022, 
and, because 4 of 9 federal student loan servicers have or will soon stop servicing federal student loans, over 16 million borrowers will transfer to different 
servicers

 Recommendations:
 Consider metrics for sharing risks shouldered by borrowers with schools that fail to provide meaningful paths to repayment
 Accelerate efforts to incorporate qualitative and quantitative metrics to protect consumers into future federal student loan servicing contracts
 Require detailed disclosures provided with every student loan disbursement
 Consider various loan forgiveness programs
 Examine return to repayment and servicer transitions
 Identify and prosecute data aggregators and payment processors, as well as student loan debt relief scammers 89

CFPB REPORT ON SUBPRIME AUTO LOANS

 CFPB (Sept. 30, 2021) published a Data Point report, “Subprime Auto Loan Outcomes by Lender Type”

 Examines interest rate and default risk trends across different types of subprime lenders, including how much variation of rates charged among subprime lenders 
can be explained (or not) by differences in default rates 

 Findings:

 Notable average differences across lender types in the borrowers they serve and the types of vehicles they finance

 Banks and credit unions offering subprime auto loans typically lend to borrowers with higher credit scores compared to finance companies and buy-here-pay-here 
dealerships

 Different lenders also charge very different interest rates on average

 Sample: bank’s average subprime loan interest rate is approximately 10%, compared to 15 to 20% at finance companies and buy-here-pay-here dealerships

 Higher default rates at lenders that charged higher interest rates, and “the likelihood of a subprime auto loan becoming at least 60 days delinquent within three 
years is approximately 15 percent for bank borrowers and between 25 percent and 40 percent for finance company and buy-here-pay-here borrowers.”

 However, statistical analysis called into question whether differences in default rates fully explained the average differences in interest rates across subprime 
lender types

 Example: average borrower with 560 credit score or higher would have the same default risk whether the borrower obtained a loan from a bank or a small buy-
here-pay-here lender, but the estimated interest rate would be 9% with a bank loan versus 13% from a small buy-here-pay-here lender

 There are other variables (not observed in the data collected) that may explain differences in interest rates: down payments, vehicle values, variations in 
borrowers’ access to information, borrowers’ financial sophistication, and variations within lenders’ business practices and incentives 90
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OCC VENTURE CAPITAL PROHIBITIONS

 OCC (Nov. 23, 2021) issued a reminder they are generally prohibited from making most equity investments in venture 
capital funds

 Warned that simply because an investment in a fund qualifies for the venture capital fund exclusion under the Volcker Rule, it does 
not mean the fund is a permissible investment for a national bank, federal savings association, or federal branch and agency of a 
foreign bank

 Prior to investing in a venture capital fund, banks must make a determination as to whether the investment is 
permissible and appropriate for the bank

 Engaging in impermissible and inappropriate investments may expose a bank and its institution-affiliated parties to 
enforcement actions and civil money penalties

 National bank directors may be held personally liable for losses attributed to impermissible investments

 However, equity investments in venture capital funds may be allowed provided they are public welfare investments or 
investments in small business investment companies 91

UNIFORM MONEY TRANSMISSION MODERNIZATION ACT

 Conference of State Bank Supervisors (CSBS, Sept. 9, 2021) released the Uniform Money Transmission Modernization Act
(AKA the “Money Transmitter Model Law”), part of states’ broader effort for modernizing the state financial regulatory system

 Will benefit customers of companies that offer digital wallets, prepaid cards, money orders and cash or virtual currency transmissions by 
establishing a common regulatory floor and standardized and risk-based requirements

 Intended to replace 50 sets of state-specific money transmitter laws and rules with a single set of nationwide standards and requirements

 Result of continuing discussion among state regulators and industry that began under CSBS’ “Vision 2020”, which convened a Fintech Industry 
Advisory Panel to determine pain points in the state system

 The model law:

 “Provides regulators with the tools needed to regulate money transmitters of all sizes, including those that operate globally or small businesses 
operating locally”

 Standardizes definitions, exemptions, the licensing process, the change in control process, and requirements regarding safety and soundness

 Enables multistate licensing and multi state supervision

 “Facilitates the development of technology and data analytics necessary to supervise at scale with local accountability.”

 Also released Money Transmitter Model Law FAQs and Fintech Industry Advisory Panel Recommendations
92
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REG. Z THRESHOLD CHANGES FOR 2022

 CFPB (Dec. 1, 2021) announced increase to Reg. Z and Reg. M threshold for 2022 to $61,000 from $58,300 in 2021

 CFPB (Dec. 1, 2021) announced 2022 appraisal threshold for “higher-priced mortgage loans” (HPMLs) to $28,500 from 
$27,200 in 2021

 CFPB (Oct. 25, 2021) announced 2022 CARD Act, HOEPA, and points and fees threshold adjustments

 Threshold to disclose minimum interest charges for open-end consumer credit plans will remain unchanged at $1.00

 Adjusted amount for a safe harbor for a first violation penalty fee (CARD Act) will increase to $30; adjusted amount for a subsequent violation 
penalty fee will increase to $41

 Adjusted total loan amount threshold for HOEPA loans in 2022 will be $22,969; adjusted points and fees dollar trigger for high-cost mortgages 
will be $1,148

 Points and fees threshold changes:
Loan amount equal 
to or greater than:

Loan amount equal 
to or less than:

Total points and fees threshold

$114,847 3% of total loan amount
$68,908 $114,836.99 $3,445
$22,969 $68,907.99 5% of total loan amount
$14,356 $22,968.99 $1,148

$0 $14,355.99 8% of total loan amount 93

OTHER THRESHOLD CHANGES FOR 2022

 FHFA (Nov. 30, 2021) announced maximum conforming loan limits (CLL) for mortgages 
purchased in 2022 by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac from $548,250 to $647,200

 Most high-cost areas: maximum loan limit for one-unit properties will be $970,800

 County-specific list of 2022 conforming loan limits for all counties and county-equivalent areas 

 HUD (Nov. 30, 2021) announced 2022 nationwide forward mortgage limits for FHA programs

 CFPB (Nov. 29, 2021) announced FCRA annual adjustment to maximum amount that consumer 
reporting agencies are permitted to charge consumers for making a file disclosure to a consumer 
to $13.50

94
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CFPB, JULY 2021:  SHOULD YOU BUY NOW AND PAY LATER?
HOW BNPL WORKS

 Products that are eligible for BNPL range in price from less than $100 to several thousand 
dollars. When you’re buying one of these products using BNPL, you will select that option at 
checkout online or in an app. If approved, the purchase is sent to you and the cost is split into a 
payment schedule - typically four fixed payments made bi-weekly or monthly until the balance 
is paid in full. Approval takes minutes, with no interest or finance charges.

 Unlike credit card companies or other consumer loan lenders, BNPL companies generally don’t 
conduct a hard credit inquiry when you apply. Instead, most BNPL providers only require the 
following:
• You’re at least 18 years old
• You have a mobile phone number
• You have a debit or credit card to make payments
• They are able to validate your identity.

 BNPL may seem straightforward and convenient; however, you should consider a few things 
before selecting this option to make a purchase.

96
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CFPB, DECEMBER 2021:  
DO BUY NOW, PAY LATER (BNPL) LOANS HAVE FEES?

 Generally, yes. While many BNPL loans don’t charge interest, most do charge late fees if you 
don’t make payments on time. Each BNPL lender has different fees and policies, so it’s 
important to carefully review each BNPL loan’s terms and conditions to understand these fees 
and what you can do to avoid them.

 Also, be aware that your bank may charge you an overdraft or non-sufficient fund fee if you 
sign up for automatic repayment through your debit card or bank account and don’t have 
enough funds to cover the payment. In addition, you could be blocked from using the BNPL 
loan to make future purchases until you catch up on these payments. If you fail to repay the 
BNPL loan, your account may be sent to a debt collector. If the debt collector or BNPL lender 
reports payment information to the credit reporting companies, any missed or late payments 
might negatively impact your credit history and credit scores.

97

CFPB, DECEMBER 2021
WILL A BUY NOW, PAY LATER (BNPL) LOAN IMPACT MY CREDIT SCORES?

 Generally, most Buy Now, Pay Later lenders don’t report your payment history to the major credit reporting 
companies, but your failure to repay may be reported by a debt collector.

 Most BNPL products that let you pay off your loan in four interest-free payments don’t report to the major 
credit reporting companies. That means that your credit scores won’t be helped or hurt by your repayment 
behavior.

 However, if you do not repay your BNPL loan and it is turned over to a debt collector, it could be reported to a 
credit reporting company and hurt your credit scores.

 When you apply for a BNPL loan, the lenders generally don’t perform hard credit inquiries, which are the type 
of inquiries that can affect your credit scores.

 Some types of installment loans that let you borrow larger amounts of money and pay back over longer 
periods of time do perform hard credit inquiries and do report payment history to the credit reporting 
companies. It’s important to read the details about the loan before applying and again before accepting the 
loan.

 Learn how to increase your credit score.

98
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CFPB, DECEMBER 2021
KNOW BEFORE YOU BUY (NOW, PAY LATER) THIS HOLIDAY SEASON

 BNPL products often carry fees

 Returning merchandise bought with BNPL loans can be complicated

 BNPL loans have fewer protections than credit cards

 Understand a BNPL loan’s impact on your credit scores

 Know before you buy

99

CFPB, JANUARY 2022
OUR PUBLIC INQUIRY ON BUY NOW, PAY LATER

 In the U.S., Congress has tasked us with ensuring that markets for consumer financial products and 
services are fair, transparent, and competitive. To that end, it has authorized us to require participants in 
the marketplace to provide information that helps us monitor risks to consumers and to publish aggregated 
findings that are in the public interest. The orders issued on December 16 required five different buy now, 
pay later lenders to provide information on the risks and benefits of their products.

 We are looking forward to the companies providing data. But to broaden the discussion even further, today 
we are inviting the public to comment on this market. We want to know:

 What is the buyer experience with BNPL?

 What are the benefits and risks?

 What is the merchant experience?

 What perspectives do regulators and attorneys general have with respect to BNPL products?

 Are there ways in which the BNPL market can be improved?

100
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REGULATORY LEADERSHIP IN RAPID TURNOVER

 FRB:  Chairman Powell was nominated for a second term as Chair on 11/22/2021

 OCC: Acting Comptroller Hsu; Saule Omarova appointed but removed her name from Senate 
consideration 12/8/2021

 FDIC:  Chairman McWilliams resigned 12/31/2021 effective February 4, 2022

 CFPB:  Rohit Chopra confirmed as director 9/30/2021; Expected focus on enforcement, DFA, 
UDAAP, fair lending, TILA/RESPA,  privacy, OD fees, credit reporting, etc.

101

NO BANKS FAILED IN 2021
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AREAS TO WATCH IN 2022

 DFA 1071 Small Business Lending Data Collection

 BSA/AML Changes in Requirements 

 New Cyber Incidents Reporting 

 Regulatory Framework for Digital Assets and Fintechs

 ESG – SEC plans for climate change related risk disclosure and OCC climate change lending 
rules

 CECL Implementation

 CRA Modernization 

103

EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED IN 2022
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BE PREPARED FOR LOTS OF CHANGE.

105

ABA COMPLIANCE PRIORITIES FOR 2022 

 Fair Lending

 Technology and Consumer Protection

 Consumer Product Digital Marketing

 Fintech Partnerships

 Market Power and Consumer Choice

 Overdrafts

 ESG: Climate

 Supervision in a “WFH” World

106
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TEN  KEY  REGULATORY  CHALLENGES  OF  2022  BY  KPMG

107

COMPLIANCE & OP RISK PRIORITIES FOR 2022 BY WOLTERS KLUWER
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KEY RISKS FOR 2022: VIEW OF C-SUITES
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GRC RISKS FOR 2022
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ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL AND GOVERNANCE (ESG)

 Compliance professionals will play a vital leadership role in helping their organizations through this evolving landscape of ESG.

 “The term was first coined back in 2005 in a landmark report called “Who Cares Wins,” which was a collaboration between capital 
markets, the United Nations and the International Finance Corporation (IFC). The report made the case that embedding quantitative 
Environmental, Social and Governance factors in capital markets helps companies, societies and businesses thrive. 

 When we talk about ESG, we’re talking about factors that weren’t traditionally included in financial analysis, but which are now understood 
as critical to the long-term health of a company. These factors include (among several others): 
 Positive community impact 

 Resilience in the face of climate change 

 Efficiency with resources 

 Policies that support a safe, healthy workforce 

 Enthusiasm about innovation 

 A diverse, inclusive culture based on shared goals and values 

 Transparent and ethical leadership practices”

 Benevity, e-book, Building Your ESG Profile Through Your CSR Program

CSR:  Corporate Social Responsibility 115

ESG AT A GLANCE 
ABA BANK COMPLIANCE, NOV/DEC 2021

 ESG, similar to Sustainability, Corporate Social Responsibility

 Environmental:  How do business practices affect the environment (and vice versa)?  Environmental 
policies strive to achieve sustainable operations and minimize impact on the planet, including greenhouse 
gas (GHG) emissions, waste and pollution, and resource use and depletion

 Social: How an organization affects its people and its communities represent ESG’s social component.  
Social policies strive to build healthy relationships internally and externally, emphasizing the impacts these 
have on a bank’s reputation, including diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI), human rights, safety and 
compliance, and community involvement efforts.

 Governance:  How a company conducts itself and promotes sustainability and the longevity of the 
organization.  Setting strategy, complying with the law, board diversity, data privacy, cybersecurity, all 
comprise a company’s governance.  

116
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FAIR LENDING AND FAIR BANKING
ABA BANK COMPLIANCE, NOV/DEC 2021

 Complying with fair lending and the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) sharpens a bank’s focus on 
marginalized communities

 ESG transcends all business lines and all departments

 Utilize lending data, for example, used to satisfy CRA and fair lending compliance requirements can be 
valuable tools for bank leadership
 Establish baselines and opportunities for growth

 Understand the bank’s existing relevant ESG story

 Communicate the bank’s ESG story to:

 Attract customers

 Attract investors

 Attract talent

 Plan for and mitigate risk

117

FAIR LENDING LAWS AND REGULATIONS

 Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) and Reg. B govern any type of credit

 Consumer or commercial, closed-end or open-end, long or short term, secured or unsecured, etc.

 Fair Housing Act (FHA) governs any dwelling-related transaction (including loans)

 Again, consumer or commercial, closed-end or open-end, etc.

 Both prohibit discrimination on any prohibited basis:

• Familial status
• Handicap

• Race
• Color
• Religion
• Sex
• National origin

• Marital status
• Age*
• Public assistance income
• Rights exercised under CCPA

Fair Housing Act ECOA

* Note: ECOA prohibits age discrimination; however 62 and over can be treated more favorably (“elderly”) 
118
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www.pwc.com/us/en/services/governance-insights-center/library/esg-corporate-directors-guide.html
121
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CONNECTING THE DOTS

 Which brings us to 2020 — a year forever marked in 
history by a pandemic, multiple acts of racial injustice, 
historic unemployment rates, nationwide protests, and 
health inequalities. This year has shown tremendous 
social and economic strains on society. Underserved and 
minority communities and individuals have been hard hit 
and the impact of COVID-19 has spotlighted pre-existing 
financial and economic disparities faced by low-income 
communities, particularly communities of color. It all 
serves as a necessary reminder of an essential 
behavioral change needed in our society.

 So how do we take 2020s seemingly insurmountable 
challenges and translate them into actionable investment 
ideas? 

127

CONNECTING THE DOTS

 We need to continue to promote and invest in:

 Building resilient solutions for low- and moderate-income (LMI) and minority 
people in the face of climate change and related disasters 

 Supporting the flow of capital toward safe, affordable, and sustainable housing 

 Raising corporate awareness and using the voices of shareholders, consumers, 
and other stakeholders to drive home the importance of transparency and 
accountability
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